
eSignatures 
and law



eSignatures have been in use for many years, 
however, recent updates from The Law Society have 
seen practice notes put into place. This will mean 
that the legal industry can finally get comfortable 
with, and start to enjoy, the benefits that come with 
electronic signatures.

You can read the eSignature practice note here.

Why legal roles need eSigning...

“Commercial contracts drafted by solicitors 
operate in every aspect of our economy and 
can govern deals worth millions, or even 
billions, of pounds. There is no room for error 
when so much is at stake, therefore it is 
vital that solicitors can have confidence in 
the legal framework surrounding such 
innovations.”

-Robert Bourns, Law Society President

Want to read 
what happens 

when an 
eSignature is 

used in court?
Click here.

http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/support-services/advice/practice-notes/execution-of-a-document-using-an-electronic-signature/
http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/news/press-releases/law-society-releases-practice-note-about-esignatures-for-contracts/
https://www.signable.co.uk/blog/can-electronic-signatures-be-used-in-court


• Ensure all content is seen
Reviewing legal documentation involves 
heavy concentration. It’s essential
that no areas are skimmed.
This is ensured by
adding a check box to
every page, or, next to
specific sections of 
the contract that require 
extra attention.

So, how do eSignatures help?

• Searchable and secure documentation
Protect and securely store documents in your 
online account for as long 
as your retention policy 
requires. Your account is 
accessible through email/
password login, and, within
your account you are able
to set team permissions.
Further restricting access 
to contracts and their content. 

• Reassurance for clients
Adopting an up to date approach illustrates 
your company’s forward thinking attitude and 
willingness to continue to develop 
and grow. You will also 
accommodate your signer’s 
schedules. Allowing
clients time to review 
documents in a time-
frame which is suited to 
them. Which is particularly
useful for those lengthier
contracts, or when an office visit isn’t possible.

• Reinforce enforceability
eSignatures highlight the fact that a signer’s 
signature has absolutely not
been tampered with. 
This is done by logging
the signer’s email address,
geolocation & IP address.
These details are logged,
along with a full audit trail
of the signer’s interaction
with the document. And then
emailed as a PDF to all
parties upon completion.



More about us.... We are

We get your documents signed faster. 

Instead of posting or emailing documents for scanning, signers 
can now complete them in minutes for a fraction of the cost through 
Signable. By using a desktop, or any web-enabled device, 
contracts are signed quickly and securely today, not tomorrow.

/signablehqsignable.co.uk

signable.co.uk0800 612 62 63

We’re already helping these companies:

“We trialled a number of  
competitors but Signable was 
better in every aspect to what 
we saw from the rest. Whenever 
we can use a electronic 
signature for a client to sign our 
documents we use Signable. 
It helps turn business around 
quicker and the clients enjoy the 
ease of use.”

-Kristian Rose, Project Manager, 

Stanton Fisher      .    

https://www.keystonelaw.co.uk/
https://www.fletcherssolicitors.co.uk/
http://www.shoosmiths.co.uk/
http://www.oneadvice.co.uk/
http://www.hodders.co.uk/
http://www.hodders.co.uk/

